
  

Abstract
The paper throws light on newly discovered Sabaean cult inscriptions, also known as ‘gift 

inscriptions’. Offered to the gods in their temples, gift inscriptions supply us many details about 
the relationship between the people and their gods. They are written on either the offering 
itself or the offering table. Very often were the offerings in the form of a written inscription, as 
is the case with the subject of my paper: a bronze slab bearing inscriptions. These inscriptions 
are offered to the Sabaean Moon God Ilumquh, to grant the donor peace, health, protection 
and satisfaction and to keep them away from hateful and jealous ones.

The importance of these inscriptions lies in the first-time mention of the tribe of Aser; 
Aser is now the name of a mountain located in the west of the Yemeni Capital, Sana’a. These 
inscriptions indicate that Aser was the place where the tribe settled or at least is somehow 
related to it.

 The inscriptions also mention for the first time the name of Ilumquh’s temple. However, if 
this temple is not located in Aser, it would be in some place nearby Sana’a, possibly Arhab.

To our knowledge, the temple belonged to the god Taleb. Does this imply that the temple 
was dedicated to both gods? Maybe, evidence from the Sabaean civilization confirm the 
existence of temples dedicated to multiple gods.                        
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